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 ._   —m  www  vuwuiMvuiA wixnout  abstraction! My painting is 

not  realistic,  for in reality edges do not fade  awsy.   Leaves are 

never this color.   Light does not fall this way.   I   an  accused of 

Painting in a mystic direction,  but I  am not in  agreement,   at least, 

not in the conventional   sense.   1 would interpret  "mystic" to 

include  gfx intimate knowledge of saints,  the supernatural  and 

unknowable,   all of which is brought forth from an intense religious 

feeling, none of which is mine. 

Perhaps I might be forward enough to  state that my goal in 

Painting is to make it magic.   "Mystic" is more definitely pertaining 

to   a cult or definite ancient mysteries,  especially esoteric or 



PERSONAL  SYMBOLISM 

My paintings  are made up of images,  to  BOB* extent  abstracted 

but for the most part recognisable.   Bran large areas of csnvae which 

Bay  seem vacant  are objects or part of object*.   A blue and white 

oheoked area ie not merely decoration,  but a sheet hung on a line, 

or  a bright table cloth.   A large textured area (textured through 

the use of color) ia a wall,   sky or the ground.   I believe in the 

depiction of object* a* I see then. There is, therefore, no  reason 

to totally abstract my impressions, feelings, or the objects  I  em 

in contact with. Objects offer me   a Value of their own vhich is 

great enough to  allow than to  remain intact. The  amount of abstraction 

that I feel neoessary results  as  a personal interpretation of 

such objects.   It does not change them,  but presents them in  a new 

light. 

This is of course abstraction,   a process inevitable from 

the  start, for how else can  a three dimensional   surface be trans- 

ferred to the two dimenaional without abstraction? My painting is 

not  realistic,   for in reality edges do not fade  away.  Leaves   are 

never this color.  Light does not fall this way.   I   an   accused of 

Painting in a mystic direction, but Z  an not in   agreement,   at le&at, 

not in the conventional  senae.   I would interpret "mystic" to 

include  an intimate knowledge of saints,   the supernatural  and 

unknowable,   all of which is brought forth from  an intense religious 

feeling, none of which is mine. 

Perhaps Z might be forward enough to  state that my goal in 

Painting ia to ir.eke it magic.   "Hystio" is more definitely pertaining 

to a cult or definite  ancient mysteries,  especially esoteric or 



religious mysteries.  "M«gic"  differs radically.   This is the art 

which claims to produce effects by the  assiatanoe of supernatural 

forces,   especially is nature.  Whan Z lay that Z want my art to b* 

ttagic,   Z necn   an  art that will con* about •■  a result of unknowable 

forces to take the viewer into a supernatural world.   By supernatural 

Z BO an those forces that we are not entirely free to choose ,  that. 

instead,  ohoose to Bake  artists.   They are forces whose endowment 

is not controlled. 

As  the  viewer is  employed,   1  would have  him  receive   something 

other than wonder at a oreative effort that he might not be capable 

of...al*e  something other than a literal viewing of the work.  He 

must feel two kinds of magic, the magic forces   and impulses thet 

Z feel in the painting of a work,   and the magic that the picture 

■peaks of directly. 

Z feel  a magic (naive  a* this word is Z  am unable to  replace 

it) in painting that ic exhilarating and  able to block out any 

considerations other than that of my vork. Once   again we are faced 

with the undefinable, for who can really formulate the love   tt d 

intimate knowledge that goes into  a paintingf  Z  do not know the 

reasons for concentration,  the push and excitement in working* 

The idea of my trypsic  acid increasing Bounds scientifically 

impressive«   but hardly adequate as  a detailed reason. 

Z do feel that love must be mixed with all ef the other 

factors that produce a painting. This is the love of objeots 

depicted,   love of paint  and its possibilities,   and perhaps  a 

jealous love of one's abilities to  state those elements    which 



make up   a Painting.   Z can not Paint objeets that I do not know 

well   and that hava no  special moaning for ma. Tho final product, 

too,   should be lored by the  artist, but loved in  a different way. 

There must be more severity in viewing the finished work ePd no 

such passion  as went into  the rendering.  The painting must  stand 

the test that every  artist  should indulge in...living with the 

Pointing. ..and it is not surprising that paintinga under the 

artist'■ honest eye  are often repainted or thrown  away. 

There   are concrete   reasona as to why the  artist  should be 

thoroughly faVdlisT with the subject matter he ohoses to depict. 

With faf&liarity, objects reveal   a personality,   an inner quality. 

Y.y flowerpots   aim to be intenaely flower pots, ry  rvocado trees 

hope to   say a great deal  about how very avooadolah they are.   They, 

and my other subjects have  a real  reason for being which compels 

me to depict them.   Jnd they  are often present before me with Just 

enough daily change to make them interesting.   If the  avacado on my 

kitchen table puts out  a new leaf it always says "I'm very,  very 

avocado",   »nd this intensity is worth relating. 

My subject matter is often repeated in Various pictures. 

This is because of the necessary familiarity which I must experience. 

At  a generality,  buildings   and man-made objects   are of little 

consequence to me.  The facade of a modem world does not enter my 

Paintings;   although Z   am moved by science and its repercussions, 

its spirit is not the megio one.   The spirit of change  and greet 

causes somehow lacks delicaoy,   and I do not feel the need to   relate 

this reality in paint.  Perhaps this is because the great movements 



underfoot  are open for interpretation from all   and  are not suite 

»o  secret,   so preoiou8,   or so  available for oe to  exploit  as   are 

the  smaller, more secret  spirits that lurk in leaves, under choirs 

or inside flowerpot*. 

I will  attempt to explain how my personal   symbolism originated, 

a diffioult task sinoe the symbols seem to have originated before 

the explanation.  This  seems to me to be the right wsy around, for 

symbols today do not serve the seme function  as in the past.   For 

example,   the early Renaissance painter had no  choice ether then 

blue for the color of Mary's cloak.  Her dress wa«   always  red,  the 

Infant always ley in a manger or some remnant of a Greek sarcophagus. 

There must be  a star,   shepherds  end angels. There is  a goblet shaped 

wash bowl   and so forth.   A pictorial   end literal tradition had 

shaped itself,   end even the great painters cf the   Renaissance with 

their new innovations did not completely crack the wall of tradition. 

T he early I9th century saw a general widening of the power of the 

symbol  as it increased in personal   artistic meshing.   AE  the need 

for a literal  story and instruction decreased*  the enigma of the 

symbol  arose*   Traditionally,  the symbol was easily understood if 

present.  There was a wealth of meaning implicit in its presentation, 

for example,   even the  shade of a color wps impo rt Pjnt-a yellow light 

could signify light  end purity,   a dirty yellow might mesh treachery. 

In recent times the symbol first functioned as both symbol   and 

oompositional element,   such as Pio&aso's bulls!  it then became the 

peinting itsolf.   flothko's colored,   floating rectangles are surely 

personal symbols.  Kelly's canvas filling shapes  ar* a single symbol. 



A symbol of what!  Highly  esoteric   symbols have become valued for 

other than their meaning;  their Value no  longer lie* in their 

ability to evoke in the viewer some  reaction similar to the 

artist's  at the time of painting.  The canvas is now recognised by 

its oolor qualities,  interplay of values  and textures,  composition 

or  line,   but it is without   e  cccmunicable,   artist  directed meaning. 

If the painting or art work says the opposite to what the 

artist felt  Bs  a force strong enough to evoke  a Painting,  is the 

work still valid?  As  a decoration,  yes.   A*  aBttfis to  awaken some 

vagary of inclination in the viewer, yes.   As  e means of stating the 

artist's point of view, no.  The work should convey some new idea, 

some fresh view on the  subject.  If the painting does not function in 

thia way the whole point of its existence is lost.  If I paint iris 

leaves my intent is to  let the viewer know intensely what iris 

leaves are  about.  I don't want him to think of the verbena leaves 

growing in his back yard. 

My symbols have evolved us piotures of things becouce  I 

understand objeots this way. There  are humans  and  animals to 

represent life in an environment,   and there is  ale© the onvirontont. 

Chairs, plants  end flowerpots  are provided with space to live in. 

Small objects seem to me  a foil  against the larger importance of 

humane or spirits.   Also,   small objects are less complex  and 

easier to know intimately.  Most mysterious are Nature's offerings, 

and  although undefin  able,  the smaller plants,   animals, birds  and 

flowers are  somehow less difficult to know. One leaf ia understandable 

even though an entire tree is not,  yet the leaf has  all of the 



spiritual being endowed upon B tree. 

I «D not coneoioualy concerned with color as  a symbolic 

force.  I have no  single color vhich ceoPe   (mything particular 

except a> it functiona within a certain painting.  Ky colore 

are uaually light in B happy way,   although I hBre obaenred that  a 

dull hue or dark  orea becomes rather sinister in comparison with 

such light,   and does not leers my paintings entirely innocent. 
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ARTISTIC HONESTY 

Painting honestly Is part of the responsibility accepted 

without a,ueetion by the true  artiet.  It ia not even « responsibility 

■to his mind,  for such honesty is intimately tiod up v.ith the 

creatire process  ehd does not exist  as  a separate issue.  Therefore, 

by indicating the intimacy of honesty with painting the question 

of who  are the  artists is  reduced.  Interior decorators, hobby clubs, 

theraputic users of art and moat  artict leagues  are devoid of 

any obligation to honesty. 

3ocauoe honesty is  a prime  requisite for  a true work of 

art,  the finished product is often confused with the spirit in 

which it was done.  Honesty does not  automatically neen a good 

work of art; no matter how sincere the effort,  well meaning but 

inferior painters  are not  artiste. 

This leads us to  an even more concis* definition of 

honesty in intent.  It is painting  after  a thorough searching, 

inwardly, of the meaning that objects,  ideal or  situations hold 

for one*  This necessitates  an intimate kncvledge with the object 

or situation and with oneself.  Selfknowledge often allows  a 

reaction with a new situation to the point of creating.  In this 

way abstract works result as  a highly personal interpretation 

of a situation.  T hst the artist is often unwilling or unable to 

explain such works is due to the fact that although he knows 

himself, perhaps he does not know his prompting environment... 

n ot  a negative  situation at all, but a positive one in that 

human interpretation without scientific  analysis is going on. 

The  artist who is untJiinldngly honest will no doubt be 
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open to ridicule, blame (or, perhaps worse,  the undiscriminating 

praise of those who think: that ail modem art is good.) let,  he 

need not be honest fer his public's sake,  but for hie own.   This 

helps to explain the over loading of adult paintere  against 

student painters.   Although the average  art student in college 

today has had a great  deal of technical training, hia style is 

frequently floundering or belonging to   somebody else.  Floundering 

does not  allow a statement to be honestly presented;   somebody 

elses style is plegerisnu   Also,  the student is thoroughly 

familiar with only a limited number of experiences,   and  almost 

never more than  acquainted with his emotional  reactions*   I do 

believe in a certain  amount of "living" to Bake  a competent 

Painter, for living is   a means of deepening character,   self- 

understanding and of positive or negative feelings towards 

an envi o mm ent 
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EVIL IN THE ARTS 

There seem   to be two kiada of evil present in tho art 

world.   Both   are  difficult to interpret, or even identify.   There 

is tho evil  of dishonesty  aPd the rcoral evil* idontifiod with 

pornography* 

Tho  OTil of dishonesty i8 tied up with intent,  but painters 

who   aie simply net up to their task ca» not bo loblod as 

dishonest.   I think that this even  applies to the inferior painter 

who is liable to  pi age rise by copying other styles, for although 

he has chosen a dishonest nethod of  arriving at   a statement,  the 

statement la not his a»d therefore  discredited froa futher 

consideration. Inferior, ho nay also  be dishonest, but he is not 

responsible   as aP  artist for en artistic statement. 

The  reel  artist with capabilities who is at the sspo time 

dishonest is more difficult to  discover,   end also to dismiss. 

In faot, ho  oaB not be  dismissed, for in his vagaries from tho 

true path hot indicates   a sort of dishonesty that pervades the 

world today*   There is  aP underlying force which demands  a certain 

conformity,   a certain shifting of artistic views towards  an 

acceptance by the public,   and although the  average artist would 

violently demy such thinking en his p«rt,   such directions  are 

often arranged for him subconsciously.   I believe that suah 

thinking is   responsible for major artists never changing their style; 

can Kline roally say something different with each rendition of 

black lines  on white?   Is   abstraction today the driving force that 

it was five years   agef How many painters  arc abstractionists because 

their public  expects it... just  •>,  how nany painters  arc traditional 
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b»cEuse they  are  sure of a Barkett None of these questions  cj 

even  be  considered to  be of importance  to  tho  true  wording   artist* 

The trend to   abstraction is  a good point to  depart from 

for questioning sjs honest intent. Many factors must be take* 

into  consideration,  including that touchy field concerning the 

"reflection ef the tines".   It ie true that the   artist is affected 

by the  age in which he  lives(  even if only by the process of 

assimilation.   A certain cognizance of the world we lire in ie 

inevitable, for the artist must reflect those ideas  end oiroun- 

etancee in which he livea  according to Ida personal visions   and 

ideas.  He can not honestly paint about the court days of Louis IV 

if he is a 20th century   JcerieaP.   To  do  so is  "evil"  because of 

its dishonesty.   A greater evil occurs when the painter ie capable 

of seeing his surroundings  snd  stating something about then,  but 

instead ignores ther. on purposes Obviously his intent is then 

forced,   and he is neither honest or painting.   All of the statements 

Bade in connection with honesty of intent which turned out to be 

"dishonest",   constitute   ah evil value in  art. 

Much  discussion on a high level has centered around the 

■oral values presented in various  art fores.   Supreme courts have 

argued lengthily over the importing of boolcs  and paintings which 

have,  perchance,   pn unsavory moral character.  The battle rages 

a* to which is wo rue...French photographs for sale under the 

counter or  a Modiglia»i nude...between Hickey Spill one or Lawrence., 

between Bergman's "Virgin Spring"   end home movies of the nudist 

oolony. 

, 



Notwithstanding  legal  positions   end maneuvers,  moral   good 

seems to be  detert-f_r.ee: by intent,   the   artist being the only one 

who can ever know exactly what that intent is.  My guess is that 

the French photographer,   the  author of Mickey Spi llano  and the 

movie -reP   at  the nudist colony have   an intent vastly different 

from that of the  artist,   A» intent is different,   so is the finished 

product,   but the dividing lines between what is necessary ahd what 

is not  ere extremely difficult to  detertdne. This is  a field 

which the  artist should worry about   ar-   a spectator.   As  a real   artict 

hie intentions  are not to excite the spectator to "crimes" er 

those attitudes which today are considered  a* such.   Even if his 

work appears erotic  and suggestive its concern is  still with the 

truth of the  subject, not exclusively its erotic equalities.   For 

example*   a real truth about the naked body is stated in many 

beautiful Indian carvings.   If a nude does not arouse passion la 

the speotator, many critics feel that it has completely failed. 
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A PAINTER'S ATTITUEE TO HIS PUBLIC 

A highly personal  decision is Bade when the painter 

decides what will be his ideal relationship to the public   I 

discredit those opinions which dismiss all thought of public 

acceptance on the part of the artist;  the iwet esoteric painters 

are given to loud mo ana   about  a general uninterest and apathy on 

the part of the public,  yet,  thece erne painters are often 

unwilling to make even  a verbal explanation to   "enlighten" those 

that they consider forever ignorant. 

The painter must   deoide between either being content to 

have his work appreciated only by himself and his initiates, er 

he must main some compromise.   (This statement excludes those 

people whose work leaves no pussling g«ps or enigmas to be solved.) 

"Compromise" is  an unpleasant word for an  artist,   and in 

■ost cases it is synonymous with "dishonest".   I would never 

advocate  a dishonest approach,   and mean instead a cryetalizing 

of ideas,  forms   and the means of presentation.  This is the 

compromise that the painter mugt make...the compromise that 

forces him into  something better and more meaningful.  This is 

not necessarily a focusing towards narrative ^Utilities,  but 

towards   a sharpening of personal  statements to the point where 

they  are no longer subconscious  rumblings but  a olear comment.. 

This is  a "eompromise" which might change  an idea to make it 

understandable to  a greater audience.  Such a change will  cl"o 

prove to   an artist whether or not his work will  stand up under 

such  a demand-whether or not his statements are real or illusion. 
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It provea whether or not his abilitiee  0re great enough to 

translate into  a oore personality. 

Iran tha ability    of artiets to  shake down to  a hard 

statement their idea*  and convictions has not necessarily resulted 

in understanding.   At the turn of the nineteenth century,  France 

produced the greatest  crop of artiste ever aeen in  any one time 

during her history,   and almost without exception they wore laughed 

at and ridiculed. Their ■compromise"   consisted of finding an 

essence  and developing it. They were av&re of both the public   and 

their obligationa to themselves,   but they ware not understood 

because the public itself made no  compromise whatsoever towards 

them* 

Viewed in this light, how does contemporary acceptance 

compare with the pastT There is the logical  conclusion that,   at 

least ratio wise, there is probably a percentage of Rrtioto today 

comparable to that of one hundred years ago, or from any chosen 

historioal period* Out of ratio is the number of painters- today 

everybody paints*   It is  a pastime made popular by more money,   the 

five day week and number seta* It h8s produced an  astonishing 

number of bad painters, many of whom  are accepted,  coddled and 

bought.   Such bad painters never    orystalize their ideas*   They paint 

as a therapy,  except that these group paintera do not recognize 

their activities  as such.   Where  are the ideas,  the force,   the 

individual   expressions? Work from  a certain period should not 

bear aP identical hallmark, yet most of today's new paintings 

are amazingly alike-   a»a*ingly nonaenaical* Their message is one 

. 
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of conformity, or chape end resentment, of misunderstanding.   It 1B 

true that the world is in a state of high confusion, but such 

confusion   should not be imitated.   It ahould be interpreted,   and 

some  aspsct of it related to the painter. 

I  do not believe that  all of the rules of painting can be 

ignored.  Confusion without interpretation is only that.   It must be 

translated to become form and idea*   It does not seem necessary that 

such a translation be beautiful, but there must be some basic 

concept.   There Qre painters who will never be   artists in the 

future when the indiscriminate row over creative persons dies down. 

(I disagree that   oil of today's fanfare goes to the scientist;  the 

creative   arts have  recently  received their £rcGtest push since the 

Patron system in over  a hundred years,   and it is not   always with the 

best  results). Of course, there are excellent painters within the 

two or three generations working today* hut these  are the  artists 

of whom no   civilization can produce many,  these  are the innovators 

and inventors who  con retain  a personal identity and  a real need 

for painting. 

A* for acceptance,  today's painters  are  left the same chances 

of haphazard public  approval   as they have  always been.  No  doubt 

those with new statements are the last to be  accepted,  for what 

public likes to change its ways or have sometldng unpleasant told 

themt The   acceptance is indeed chancy, for as there are more 

painters,   eo there must be core Judges.  How admirably suited are 

womens1   clubs,  the Junior leegue, flower arrangers and self-styled 

•rt clubs.   So, the  artist can be recognised... (with the result that 
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almost no one who Is  an  artist  aPd almost everyone who isn't is 

acclaimed.) Thuc  recognition is  at all all   time high. 

My personal   attitude towards  a possible public is one in 

which I discredit their existence while painting,   but hope that 

they find some kinship with my  statements in subsequent viewing. 

My work is not  slanted in any direction but my own,  but when hes 

a Painter not wanted t©  share his convictionst 
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UGLINESS   IN  ART 

Art. in fulfillint lit obligation to  represent   & 

uncluttered,  totally revel ant truth is often obligated te eliminate 

the "sugar ooatir.g "   and present  a real   steterent.  Therefore, not 

ell  Painting ia beautiful,   and Botie la really ugly.   This hoTr«*» 

either through the   subject Batter itself or the  artist's  oPi reach. 

K*ny of today's Paintings  are cuddy,   disturbed,   and speak of 

confusion,  hatred,   fear snd the like.  let, they are  acolained art, 

fer the fomal   ree.uir scents of a Painting are la* snd in  a state 

of flux,   end that which relays the   artist's feelings is often art 

through ita ooamunicative Rovers rather than its eleaente.   Laok 

of ooMBunication,   X feel, is ugliness since without meaning the 

picture is only  a decoration   and does not held the  abstract beauty 

of truth.  Therefore,   although an art work which merely copies 1B 

not necessarily ugly, it does not stand as  art,   for there must be 

the  elements of interpretation plus conounication.   Fro* the Greeks 

on down,  the importance of the spirit over iir.itet:cm has been 

reoegnised. 

I de not feel that beauty is necessarily goodness  (unless 

goodness ia interpreted  as  something that people ought to have 

whether they like it or net),   "good" being that which pleases the 

appetite,   and "beauty"  being something pie ae ant to  apprehend. 

(Saint Thomas) The painter can net  always present that which his 

audience Bight like;  he sight have some views very unpleasant to 

that.,   and certainly he presents cbjeots unpleasant to   apprehentf. 

Perhaps Saint Thomas felt that bes.uty was good,  pleasing and 

pleasent to   apprehend beeaUse the Bind,   contemplating   B beautiful 
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work.,  would,   according to him, find itself therein.   I believe 

tr.f.t our Binds  are la complete control of our live* in erery 

way.   I   alee find then far fret perfect,   and lacking in beauty. 

Perhaps this new cult whioh allows extra-.e ugliness in painting 

is finally an honest way of shoving rEr 'e idea*  and creations* 

Art should not be a relief fron such facte, but a crystalls&tioa 

•f then*   The artist faoes his world! be does not Bake up  stories 

about it.   This,  in turn,  gives two levels of appreciation to  a 

painting  M it becomes   a source of clarified truth «pd a source 

for esthetic emotion,   g true painting contains both, perhaps in 

▼arying degree.   Probably the two levels   are not apprehended 

together,   but  result free separate searches.  This double tracking 

understandably increases   en understanding oudler.ee,  but for all 

viewers there should be a real  similarity in truths although 

the depths of the esthetic experience v.ii. probably vary with 

each individual* 

I  sB seldom  criticised for an "ugly" painting,  probably 

booause my   average  viewer goes   aa far  as my predominately 

Pastel   shades and stops.   For the most part my subjects are happy... 

a thought pleasing to   a general public.  Tot, I myself feel that 

not  all of ay spirits  are kind,  sons of my leaves are dark en 

the underside,   and not all of ny woods  are innocent.   I try not 

to beoone ugly through di shone sty, art's ugliest element.   I find 

my inabilities to Paint  a* well  as I wish and my frustration 

with such inabilities to   be By ugliest  elements. 



BEAUT! 

Besuty,   and SOB* of its bftsic characteristics, is partly 

deseribable  and Pertly left up to the boholdor.   I m interested 

in the pert that can be verbally expounded,   and the  reet i« left 

up to  art objects, not words. 

The beauty in art must come fre» making,  not imitating. 

This classifies  art as • Ban made object,  for natural landsoapee, 

flower arrangements end beautiful people   are not art objects.   It 

also eliminates a Pointing that has M personal,  individual   artistic 

thought manifested vithin it.   The artist must change reality to 

giro us  a different viewpoint from thBt of the existing natural 

object,   and his changed,   chosen fonts muet include both the 

essence of the object and his own personal   symbolism.   If a bowl 

of fruit is completely  abstracted 1 believe that the essence 

of this object should remain in the   artist's effort to  say to 

the viewer something of his sensations at the time of painting, 

and include within the   abstract form  a personal   symbolism which 

indicates a bowl of fruit.   The  abstract painting v/hich starts 

cut vdthout either idea or subject I euestion as   art, for it is 

necessarily a formless,   confusing mass,   lacking objectified, 

communicative powers.  Without form  and some  sense of proportion 

there does not seem to be  a real goal in the artist's mind,   and 

certainly one for the spectator will  either never evolve, er 

have the wrong meaning if it does.   By the  "wrong" meaning,   I 

■•an  a oonclusion not intended which could be gained by other 

methods.  Too much work todsy is labeled as   art although it 
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existe without form,  through accident  ef\d without cor-resuences 

• ther than standing  cs  a memorial to the confusion of our time. 

Accordlri£ to 8aint Thomas,  beauty includes three conditions] 

perfection,   proportion or harmony end brightness or clarity.   Us 

ancient definitions hare stood for many centuries*   and with 

modification seen to ne to withstand criticism.   Seint ThoBas 

concludes that these three conditions load to   a perfect  art work, 

one which must spare the Bind its usual muddle of sorting  and 

extri eating the facts.   This conclusion is not valid for much of 

today's Painting.Rather, the  art work of today demands  a certain 

intellectual knowledge  and SOBO practice in  appreciating paintings 

corn lately  alien to what is found in actuality. 

(If work is not  actually  alien,   critics often offer such 

illUBlnating theories thct the work is soon beyond the aTerage 

viewer*  For example,  there have been repeated  attempts te prove 

the theory that Jackson Pollock and the micro sco pie ally Bagnified 

cold virus are related,   complete with illustrations,  but the 

connection is net founded because Pollock was not interested in 

depicting virus.  There ie  c similarity,  however, in that both 

virus   and Pollock take soae praotice in locking for real comprehension*.) 

Today's painters work kith a series of obscure, highly 

personal  symbols which dettsT-d !."novle tl£,e on the part of the 

viewer.   Even so,  such    symbols   are  almost never the  same te   any 

two people,   and even when fixed in paint change their Beeping for 

the  artist.   I strongly believe in the necessity for intellectual 

considerations on both the viewer's  and the painter's part. 



This includes some idea or subject rather than font alone.   Some 

intellectual  content Oall* into play all ef the senses whereas 

pure color er font without «n underlying spirit or essenoe is 

■ere decoration.   I must here take cognizance of that theory which 

claias that all  signs of recognition are prece   ded by the esthetic 

reaction*   In this way the senses  are called into play and then 

the Kind calls up  e connection. My objection to  such an order is 

the exclusion ef new thoughts   as presented by the painter.  The 

viewer makes up his own ideas  and then fits the painting around 

them.   Still ef some value,  this job could be performed equally 

well with the f-i-ily photograph album.   I do not mean,  however, 

to eliminate any of the spontaneity from either painting or its 

appreciation.  The painter must be  spontaneous to the point where 

he is often unaware of the full impact of his work.   I believe that 

great  artists are geniuses in  a way that defies complete explanation. 

They  are endowed with  a new vision plus    a new talent. Their 

spontaneity is in a fresh statement. 

Believing that the intellect is a necessary force in the 

appreciation ePi creation of an  art work,   I would not have 

intellectual  considerations take the place of pleasure in the 

arts, but only heighten the enjoyment.   The painter's pleasure 

Varies from thet of his  audience;   the painter works under a 

real compulsion while the viewer is never under the sade sort of 

pressure to lock.The painter's interest is more real, but more 

terrible. 

Pleasure  as perceived by the observer is a quality which 
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results from his  approval,   sP  approval which goes beyond mere 

recognition. There  are values vhioh   are created for tleir own 

3a-c in the  art work..   The painter must find sc&e way to   state 

such values in a way that will  evoke   a similar value in the 

viewer.   I hold to the theory th6t in  art beauty should be a 

conaiunicable value.  This involves the Value being put into 

the two dimensional  form to become  a tangible force between 

the intangible Value  appreciations of painter ond viewer.  In 

other words, painter plus Values eeuaZs oanvas  as  a value,  esuels 

viewer plus new values.  The viewer's values should end up  akin 

to what the artist has to  bay because of the  stress I lay on 

coBnuni cation.  There should be  a spiritual  continuity to which 

the values of instruction, intellect or social teaching   are 

secondary. 

8©r.e of the values of a less personal kind may be 

fore,   line,  color or style.   I think of form  as shape*   A paint- 

ing is composed of a multitude of shapes,   and the existence    of 

each ie completely dependent upon those others that   aPpesr with 

it in the picture  area*   The excellence of form depends upon 

its necessity,   end the elimination of casual elements.   Art, in 

pP effort to present  en essence of beir.g -   a real  spiritual core • 

must eliminate   all that is aupurfioial in presenting such a 

viewpoint.  This point is easier to   discover in archltecture.for 

here the opinion of the  artist ie  shaped tc  some extent by the 

use that other people will give his creation,   while the painter 

does not strive to give his work  a utilitarian meaning.   It is 
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• saier to  >N tin.  difference in fonn between the Victoria  sPd 

/Jbert Hell,  London afld the Hollywood Bowl th«p it la to  recognise 

formal  stylistic differences, yet the coap arises* are similar.  Both 

structures  are Bade for liatoning,   but here the coBpariaoB end*. 

The reason for futher dis-aimilaritiea ia obviously due to  the 

faehion of the tines and  a concern with  acoustics;  the Bowl wRs 

built for listening whereas the Victoria end Albert Was interested 

in showing off penniless dukes in red velvet boxes.   Again,   as  ah 

example,   I have tried to find  among living things a creature whose 

shape did not fit his function.   In painting, fom Bust be  equally 

natural   and necessary.   A comparison of Pragonard  and Cesanne 

reveals that great understanding of a few necessary foms   and the 

ability to present them economically is  a valuable artistic endowment. 

Line ia   a force determined by, or enclosing fom,   and its 

dsBands  are as great  as thtt form which it  either makes or depends 

upon.  Line is that margin vhich encloses  and releases form. 

Color is the most   abstract  and nebulous quality of  oil.   It 

haft hue,  value,   chroma and brightness to be considered by the 

working artist.   Color is  ah element vhich tul.es first choice in 

the viever'e eye,   she  its  attention getting qualities  arc often 

deceivingly free of its b,,tic   support of line,  fono  aT*d :-ese.   That 

is why,   I think,   so much bad contemporary painting is immediately 

eccepted;  the color qualities  are   awe-inspiring  and enormously 

presented,   and they blot out other more basio deficiencies.   Color 

in a work results when two or more pigments   fcre pitched against 

each other.   A colored line drawing is not, to ne,  color, for the 
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single pigment has form   ond line   as its function, not  gradaticme 

of light,  Talus or bus.   As   c single line it has none of the sensual 

qualities of pitched values.  Color,  to fulfill its possibilities, 

■ust be laid down in a mass with spatial  boundaries  as  determined 

by the fore the pigment makes  and ths line that ends its wanderings. 

Objects occupy space,   and the color Bass is no  exception, but its 

other aualities  are most peculiar and demanding* 

The forces of mass,   line  and color are used by   all Painters, 

yet there is no   doubt of the difference between  a Botticelli  and 

>■ Pioasso.   A remaining abstract suality that is  almost undeflnable 

constitutes style,   end there  are  as Eut.y styles as there ere artists, 

for although the  f,rt.i tt is conditioned to  some extent by the plaoe 

end time be oooupies in history, he make* Individual   statements 

that   are his  alone. 

Style is  a result of the qualities Just discussed used in 

such  a way as to formulate a constant,  either for an individual 

or  a certain group.   Style  results  as differences manifest themselves - 

differences between cultures or persons.   So,   style is difference, 

including varylng uses of  all the formal  elements plus  different 

preferences «nd views of subject matter,   technique in executing 

end the purpose for which the painting was intended.   Then  oil of 

these elements  are composed in  a unique way which gives  a "map" 

to   aroheolegists,  historians,   critics and psychologists*. It U   a 

development of new ways of seeing*  A style is not, then,  a truly 

realistic outlook*   A style breaks down reality to  substitute a 

factor manufactured either in the  artist's mind or the minds of 



a prescribing group or society at large.   Therefore we hare today's 

•elf guiding painterB,  the  art of Igypt  as prescribed ky  B an:all 

group   and the Victorian art  aa desired by  a populace. 

There are   a number of reasons   ee to why I feel that my 

work has taken on  a "style".  Partly, my background}   I was brought 

up in Europe where folk-lore is common knowledge.  In war time when 

toys   seated  a luxury the garden became a large play-penj   beyond 

the garden the local woods housed anti-aircraft guns   tr>d occ(. sion- 

ol falling bombs...(my evil  spirits  are invariably connected with 

treee«)Here was   a garden of pltfits to be lJiown by ngve end inhabitant, 

for of course they all belonged to  an invisible spirit. This 

background Is no   doubt seme basis for ny figures  and spirits, 

although it is not consciously remembered while painting. This is 

as far  a> I #  able to  explain my heritage in connection with 

subject natter apart from what Z have included on personal   symbolism*. 

My technique of presenting ideas which are import art to me 

is formed by how I feel   about atmospheric  relations between objects 

and sir in real life.   I include figures and forms recognisable 

from "reality".   In paint they  are more real to me.   I want to tell 

a story in such   a way that it will be understood.  The  story differs 

which each work,   but there  are constants. My oolor is within  e 

certain range,  generally excluding dull values,   darkness  and the 

lower wave lengths on the color chart* My style  is to pick out 

little objects  and point them out for recognition.   I want my 

depicted forms to fade  and ebb with the  atmosphere.   I  abstract 

what is not terribly important  so   as to emphasise my real  subject. 
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I   am not   able  to   analyze  n.y ovn personality to  the point  that  I 

OeP decide how it  affects my vcr! ,  yet, of all the determining 

forces of style this is one of the most important.   It must be 

personality which makes the  difference between  any two painters 

or paintings.   Personality  decides every part of  a wort;,  for the 

artist   asserts himself over reality in such   a way that his view- 

point ia the oorrect one,   and,  temporarily at least,   correct for 

the  spectator.   The   artist is free to choose his view,   although he 

ia not free to   choose what influences him in such a choice* This 

ia because he lives in a period during an   ego and is buffeted 

unconecioualy by his surroundings.  He is bound to show something 

ef his feelings towards the times  and of hi a place in the world. 

Every factor of his existence ia held in recerve to mirror in paint* 

The oulminating role of beeuty is to  draw the  spectator 

to the esthetic  experience*   As  a Painter and spectator,  this 

experience interests me in two obvious weys.  This i e  a sensation 

open to highly personal interpretation,  for the esthetic  doubtless 

hangs to  coucunication via association*   It is  ah attitude towards 

an   art work, or rather, the apirituol au&lities  above pure 

oraftauenahip.   Thus the definition that ngnes art s£   «P object 

existing for pleasure without utilitarian value cones   about in 

part through the spiritual   (non-useful) quality of art* 

Above communication   &r.<l  Es;:ociftion,  beautiful workmanship 

or functions such as teaching,  there is  a stage unconnected*  Kor 

myself, this is a totally passive height.  I do not think  ct the 

moment in which I become one with the  art object.   I have no 



associations;   Z   em without   recognition.   It   seesm  to me  that  such 

a state ia easier to   reach if don* through some intellectual 

knowledge of the work contemplated  ae   a mean* towarde personal 

association v/hich futher facilitates  a spiritual joining. But 

ell of this is not   absolutely necessary.   tf>d nay be GO slight 

that   a person will simply realise  a unified state with the art 

ebjeet which has cone about with barely a stir of that hidden 

knowledge which,   I believe,  ia ultimately  responsible for the 

esthetic experience.   A profound truth is then recognised tram 

previous but perhaps forgotten experience* 

I will go no father in  stating what Z personally feel 

to be the esthetic experience*  Z feel the need for  an  associative 

velue in art plus the other values Z have mentioned.  Others nay 

need  a predominately intellectual,   aensual,   seel el or "wishing" 

art*   Z think that just belew this esthetic height, theories 

dealing with the different  aspeets of oreativity are in reality 

esthetic theories,   always personal   and always changing*, 

■ 


